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Every April, the District 4 Master Solvers Club goes a little loopy in honor of April Fools' 
Day, when the installment is published.  Freak hands deserve some love too, after all.  
This year's entry is courtesy of longtime Panelist Jay Apfelbaum, who encountered 
the South hand in a recent online teams tournament.  Jay intended it as an opening-
bid problem, but it seemed to me that if you chose 1, you were merely delaying the 
big decision for one round.  Hence, we made it a two-parter, asking what you would 
do after one of many awkward follow-up sequences.  The Club took it all in the spirit 
of the season, and they threw in a few humorous comments along the way, particu-
larly dealing with the, ahem, mirthfully macabre conditions of Part B.  Let's have some 
fun with a nine-card suit. 

METHODS ARE 2/1 WITH "WALSH" 

A. Do you agree with South's 1 opening? 

 ANSWER PANEL SOLVERS AWARD 
 Yes 6 24 50 

 No, prefer 5 5 10 40 

 No, prefer 2 0 9 30 
 No, prefer 3NT 1 3 30 

 No, prefer 4 0 2 30 
 No, prefer 4NT 1 0 30 
 

Many years ago, at a Cherry Hill Regional teams game, my partner Bob Browne 
picked up a hand not unlike this one -- a trillion running clubs and one side control.  
After a bit of thought (and an audible "Holy $%^*!", which I duly ignored), he opened 
2, because we played step control responses.  Bob hoped my reply might clue him 

IMPS, NORTH-SOUTH VULNERABLE 

-6  -9  -K4  -AKQJ109742 

 South West North East 

 1 Pass 1 Double 
 ? 

REDOUBLE = 3-CARD HEART SUPPORT 

4 = 6+ CLUBS, 4+ HEARTS 
4NT = RKCB FOR HEARTS, BY AGREEMENT 

 



in on how high to bid.  We wound up in the proper contract of, if memory serves, 6.  
At the other table, his counterpart passed, hoping to catch up later.  The deal was 
featured in the Daily Bulletin, as no one could remember a previous IMPs hand in 
which one player opened a strong forcing bid and the other passed.  Thirty-some 
years later, I still haven't seen another. 

Anyway, the Club split practically down the middle on Question A.  If the folks who 
voted "No" had rallied around one particular alternative, I might have given it the top 

score, but they were very much divided, and several said that 1 was their second 
choice.  Conversely, many of the 1 bidders said the same about 5.  (As usual in 

April, scoring was very lenient; you could've answered "Maybe" and "8" and still 
earned 70 points.) 

A sampling of those in favor of starting low: 

RICH ROTHWARF: Yes.  Partner will overvalue wasted cards in the majors if you open 
2, and nothing else is appealing. 

ED SHAPIRO: Yes.  I think the hand is too good for a preempt.  At unfavorable vul-
nerability, my initial objective is to bid our games and slams, rather than try to make 
things difficult for the opponents. 

BARRY COHEN: Yes.  Too good for 3NT.  My only other option is probably 5. 

WILLIAM T. KILMER: Yes.  I play a fair amount of goulash.  This is just enough not to 
open 5. 

RICK OLANOFF (with RICHARD J. HARTZ): Yes.  1 is more flexible in first seat.  5, 
which I would choose in third seat, might handcuff partner. 

BILL BAUER: Yes.  I don't want to open 5 and bypass 3NT.  Partner can hold many 
hands where 3NT will make while 5 goes down. 

BOB GRINWIS: Yes.  Too good to preempt as dealer, and not quite strong enough for 
2, though that would be my second choice. 

Some secondhand advice on how to handle freak hands like this, from one of the all-
time greats of the game: 

PETE FILANDRO: Yes.  In the 1970's, I submitted a similar hand to The Bridge World's 
Master Solvers Club: 

 xx    A    xx    AKQJxxxx 
It was not accepted, but Edgar Kaplan gave me a personal reply.  He said, in general 
and in this order: (1) Open 2 if suitable.  If not, then (2) open 1 and rebid 3, if 
suitable.  If not, then (3) open 1 and jump shift into the strongest side suit. 

A word about our footnoted methods: 

MARK BOLOTIN: Yes.  I originally learned Gambling 3NT as promising exactly one 
outside ace or king, as an entry to hand in case partner is void in our long suit.  That 
would have been useful here. 

Mark and I must have read the same books when learning the game, because that's 
what I was taught, too.  The mass migration from "one outside entry" to "no outside 
ace or king" occurred in the 90's, I think.  At any rate, I wouldn't open this hand 3NT 
even if a side king were permitted, because we have two more clubs than partner 
expects.  He might pass hopefully with the red aces and nothing else -- I mean, they 



do call it "gambling" three-no for a reason.  He will not be terribly happy with me 
when the opponents lead spades and take the first five tricks, stone cold for 6.  Will-
ing to risk it are: 

BILL FOSTER: No, prefer 3NT.  If partner cannot stand my Gambling 3NT call, she will 
bid 4, which surely has play. 

BILL SCHMIDT: No, prefer 3NT.  Seems to fit the parameters, and it blocks those 
pesky majors. 

The key to the deal, of course, is finding out safely how many aces partner has. 

JAY APFELBAUM: Yes.  The problem with Blackwood is that a 5 reply showing one 
ace automatically puts us in an impossible contract.  I would be much happier play-
ing 1430 replies -- if partner shows one ace (5), we could pass with a chance for a 
plus; if partner has no aces (5), 6 might be a worthwhile sacrifice. 

Jay did tell me when he suggested the problem that he and his partner had agreed to 
use 1430 replies to all flavors of Blackwood, so a 4NT opener made sense at the table.  
But, most pairs who play that a 4NT opening bid is vanilla Blackwood also use old-

fashioned vanilla replies:  5 shows zero or four aces, 5 shows one, etc.  Undaunted: 

BOB AND JOANN GLASSON: No, prefer 4NT.  Standard Blackwood and replies.  If part-
ner has three aces, we can bid a grand slam.  Two aces, a small slam.  One ace - 
whoops!  No aces, we have preempted to 5. 

Even that "Whoops!" might pan out.  If partner has exactly one ace, the opponents 
could have a cold game, probably 4.  Or, partner might table: 

-xxxx  -AKxx  -Qxxx  -x 

Either West guesses to lead a spade, or 6 rolls home.  The Q in dummy might not 
even be necessary, as East rates to hold the A.  That said, if I knew I was going to 
be this lucky today, to heck with bridge.  I'm buying PowerBall tickets. 

CHRIS MARLOW: No, prefer 2.  What exactly was the plan here when opening 1?  
Partner responded, the opponents intervened, and I still have no idea what to do.  
Starting with 2, then bidding clubs naturally and probably then jumping to 5 
sends a clearer message. 

CHRIS KAUFMAN: No, prefer 2.  Seems obvious, and in my system, partner shows 
controls in reply, which will immediately clarify things in most cases. 

STEVE GIBBON: No, prefer 2.  Tailor-made for control responses.  Find out early. 

RICHARD HARTZ, JR.: No, prefer 2.  This would better allow me to find out partner's 
ace count without the risk of Blackwood getting me stuck too high.  Playing with 
Dad, we actually have a specific system for this sort of hand. 

STEPHANIE FINE: No, prefer 2.  Only three losers.  2 will provide information for 
my further club bid. 

JEFFREY ROHRBECK: No, prefer 2.  I'd hate to miss a game with this hand.  I need 
almost nothing from partner. 

I can understand the appeal of 2, particularly if playing step-control responses 
(where aces are worth two controls and kings, one.)  But, that's not foolproof either.  



For one thing, if partner shows an even number of controls, you won't know whether 
two of them are a valuable ace or the worthless major-suit kings.  For another: 

ANDY MUENZ: Yes.  While this hand has a lot of playing strength, your suit is a minor.  
It won't be difficult for an opponent to come in with one or both majors, outbid 
you, and have North double expecting more defense from you.  So, 2 is out. 

That's what would dissuade me.  Many players today, me among them, treat an op-

posing 2 opener as an engraved invitation to intervene.  Just pick your favorite 
preempt at random, then look at your cards to see if you have anything close.  Not to 

mention that, if you open 1 or a standard (non-step-control) strong 2, it's not en-
tirely clear how you'll ever find out how many aces partner has.  Maybe it's best 
simply to shoot out a game. 

MICHAEL SHUSTER: No, prefer 5.  What does an unfavorable 5 need?  If I can't 
do it with this hand, am I waiting for a non-solid ten-bagger?  And look at those 
spots -- I've got low ones for emergency entries to dummy!  Getting to where I 
know I want to get, as soon as possible, is very important to prevent that initial 
information exchange for the opponents. 

GLEN HOFFING (with RUI MARQUES): No, prefer 5.  A five-level, vulnerable preempt 
can't be much less than this, can it? 

DOUGLAS DYE: No, prefer 5.  I may have one trick more than I'm promising at this 
vulnerability, but that seems a small concern relative to the serious problem of al-
lowing the opponents easy entry into the auction. 

BARRY PASSER: No, prefer 5.  Showing 9½ tricks.  That's what I have.  

STEVE WHITE: No, prefer 5.  Even though most play that a Gambling 3NT denies 
an outside ace or king, there's some merit to opening 3NT here.  But, with nine 
clubs and the K, I'm going to open 5, because I would so hate to pass if they bid 
four of a major over my 3NT. 

No one who has ever seen a deck of cards before could find much fault in 5.  It's a 
likely contract, it shuts the opponents up but good, it might make, and if it doesn't, it 
might be a (rare) good red-vs.-white save.  I will quibble with this contingent only on 
one non-trivial matter: 

KARL BARTH: No, prefer 5.  We can fade a non-vulnerable game by the opponents 
as long as we're only going down one doubled.  I'll tell partner what trumps are and 
let her decide if she thinks we can make more than five. 

DON DALPE: No, prefer 5.  Red on white, I always have my bid, even though this 
one is a little much.  If I were North, this would probably be okay because with two 
aces, I'd try raising to 6. 

DAVE WACHSMAN: No, prefer 5.  Let the opponents guess at the five-level.  With 
a couple of aces, partner could easily raise to slam. 

MANOJ DEB-ROY: No, prefer 5.  Telling partner to bid six with two aces. 

Uh, wait.  With two aces, partner should...raise?  I don't think so.  Partner can see the 
vulnerability, and she knows you're not taking a flyer with seven broken clubs and 
out.  But, unless she's a mutant straight out of an X-Men comic, she can't know you 
have this specific hand, with exactly second-round control of every side suit.  You 



could (and usually will) have a void.  You could have two voids.  You could have eight 
semi-solid clubs and a kicker of king-jack-ten-fourth.  In short, you could have any 
number of hands in which her two bullets are just enough to take eleven tricks.  Once 
in a blue moon she'll have a very strong, prime hand in which driving to slam is clear.  
But, expecting, or even hoping, for her to raise with two random aces is putting a 

tremendous amount of pressure on partner.  Missing 6 opposite such a North hand 
should be written off as a cost of doing business. 

CONNIE GOLDBERG: No, prefer 5.  I would prefer 1 if it were my strong forcing 
opening, or if I had the partnership agreement that a reverse into 2 could be ar-
tificial with long, strong clubs   Another agreement that would have been useful is 
that a 4NT opening shows a good five-of-a-minor bid.  Perfect! 

In fact, when Connie sent her answers, she abbreviated "artificial" as ART, launching 
me on a long web search to learn about this mysterious ART convention.  It took about 
five minutes before I realized what she meant and facepalmed myself.  April Fools on 
me! 

 

B. You are South, perhaps filling in for a player who opened 1 and then died, 
necessitating your substitution.  With the auction as given, what is your call? 

 ANSWER PANEL SOLVERS AWARD 

 5 9 28 50 
 Pass 0 2 40 

 2 0 4 40 

 2 1 2 40 

 2 0 1 40 

 3 2 4 40 
 3NT 1 1 40 

 4 0 2 40 
 4NT 0 5 40 
 

The unusual wording of Problem B brought out no shortage of gallows humor. 

CHRIS KAUFMAN: 5.  But really, I'd just prop up the corpse and make him bid.  He 
doesn't deserve to rest in peace after that 1 opening. 

BILL SCHMIDT: 5.  But this question might be moot.  When our opponent at Bala 
looked like she was merely about to pass out, it took thirty minutes before anyone 
in our section was allowed to continue playing.  If South died, they might cancel the 
event. 

CHRIS MARLOW: 5.  Setting trumps.  If partner figures out to raise to slam with 
two aces, then I'll buy the wine at the wake. 

RICK OLANOFF: 5.  A rather grim scenario there, Nick.  The ACBL does need more 
younger players. 

BRUCE SCHWAIDELSON: 5.  From the deadly tone of the question, it sounds like 
Nick is not in favor of a 1 opening. 



Me?  Nah.  I chose 1 in Part A, albeit without much conviction.  Anything could be 
right.  It's just that I expected there to be many objectors to the opening bid, and I 
wanted to make sure they didn't abstain on Part B, which I think is an interesting 
problem in its own right.  And, it's April.  'Tis the season for levity. 

Anyway, as you see, the Club made short work of this one.  Before we get to the 
majority, let's hear from supporters of the many also-rans.  Some were aiming for 
science, some for tactics, and others for just messing with the opponents' heads out 
of sheer sadistic pleasure.  I so respect that. 

JAY APFELBAUM: 3.  There is no bid to describe my hand.  Blackwood would set 
hearts as trump.  Better is to show a great club suit and hope that partner will read 
a later 4NT bid as RKCB for clubs. 

PETE FILANDRO: 3.  A huge underbid, but with 27 HCPs out there, someone will 
bid.  I won't reverse or jump-shift into a one- or two-card suit (sorry Edgar), partic-
ularly when it is higher ranking than mine.  At least I haven't bypassed 3NT which, 
if bid by partner, might be the winning contract. 

There's a risk to going slow, of course, but no strategy is risk-free when a nine-card 
suit is involved.  Pete quoted Edgar Kaplan earlier; I'll cite another Golden Age theorist 
from New York City:  Alan Truscott.  His advice on freak deals was to become declarer 
first and foremost.  The level of the final contract is of much less importance.  It's hard 
to determine who can make what during the auction, but the person looking at the 
freak knows that there are going to be many more total tricks than the other three 
players expect. 

So, perhaps slow-rolling this hand will work.  Could we go slower? 

JOHN JONES: 2.  The auction isn't dying here.  There are way too many HCP and 
plenty of distribution out there.  A good time to walk the dog.  It's nice to have a 
five-four fit, with yourself! 

GLEN HOFFING: 2.  In for a dime, in for a dollar. 

STEVE GIBBON: 2.  Of the 27 outstanding points, only the position of 12 are im-
portant -- the three aces.  North so far has promised only five points or so and four 
hearts.  2 has little obstructive value, but it leaves room for others to speak. 

BILL FOSTER: 2.  I'll continue to rebid clubs until the four-level if necessary. 

How about slower still? 

JOHN HEMMER: Pass.  I'd like to listen to the auction before I decide.  Maybe partner 
has a strong heart holding. 

JIM EAGLETON: Pass.  Partner needs to know what a jump is about. 

Passing is probably taking matters a bit too far.  Even though he didn't overcall, West 
might still have a heart stack and be itching to pass his partner's double for penalties.  
There are 12 missing hearts, and East would seem not to have very many himself.  On 

a side note, I wonder what a second-round jump to 5 shows, as opposed to passing 
(or rebidding 2 or 3) now and jumping next turn.  There really ought to be some 
distinction among the various sequences, but this is a bridge book I doubt anyone has 
written. 



RICK ROWLAND: 2.  The lowest forcing bid. 

DANIEL DROZ: 2.  I am always very hesitant to fake a reverse, as these cannot be 
corrected at the same level later in the auction.  However, based on the bidding, 
spades are very likely to be 4-4-4-1 around the table.  Partner has four or five hearts 
as well, and fewer than five diamonds.  Therefore, the chance that partner will get 
over-excited about diamonds is quite low.  We may still be faced with a later guess, 
but this way we're gathering more information first.  I sort of hope that if partner's 
next bid is 2NT, my jump to 4 will be interpreted as Gerber. 

Daniel points out something that I'd overlooked:  spades rate to be triple-four-one.  
Neither opponent overcalled the suit, and partner indicated that his hearts are longer 
than his spades (or, that he's four-four in the majors.)  That's valid.  What might not 
be is the inference that partner has fewer than five diamonds.  Every D4MSC column 
begins with Henry Bethe's eternal five-word reminder:  Methods are 2/1 with Walsh.  
With a minimum response, partner will usually bypass diamonds to bid a four-card 

major.  2 might be a calculated risk, but it's a risk nonetheless. 

Also, if North rebids 2NT over 2, it could be an artificial weakness-showing bid if 
you are using Structured Reverses (as a great many tournament players these days 
do.)  It's forcing, but partner is warning you that he might pass your next bid.  4 
can't be Gerber in that context; it's South's only way to say, "Partner, we are playing 
a blasted game.  I have clubs from here to Scranton and (usually) secondary dia-
monds.  Pick one." 

REV. JIM MUNDELL: 2.  I need the A and a major-suit ace for a small slam in clubs, 
so I need to learn the strength of my partner's hand.  East's double shows spades, 
so cue-bid spades, forcing one round, letting my partner know I have a 17-18 HCP 
hand with stronger clubs than spades. 

Although the takeout double shows spades, bidding 2 here shows spades too.  It's 
not a cue-bid until an opponent has bid the suit naturally, or until our side has ruled 
out spades as a playable strain.  The clubs are definitely a wee bit longer and stronger.  
The intriguing thing about faking a reverse with 2 instead of 2 is that it might pick 
off the opponents' big fit.  I just wonder if it would fall under the definition of a con-
trolled psych.  (It is surely alertable if you and your partner have even a tacit under-

standing that 2 is an allowable way to show this hand-type.) 

DAVE WACHSMAN: 3NT.  I bid what I expect to be bid at the other table. 

ALLAN SCHWARTZ: 3NT.  Partner will know(?) we have a good trick-taking hand.  If 
she has more than the six points or so that she showed, she can bid forward. 

BILL BAUER: 2.  OK, I am really going out on a limb on this one, comforted by the 
knowledge that my two lowest scores get dropped.  But hear me out, please.  2, 
a reverse, describes the strength of the hand.  Partner might now bid notrump, but 
if she rebids hearts, I will bid 2 asking for a spade stopper.  If partner still does not 
bid notrump, I will have to decide whether or not to bid 5; since the scoring is 
IMPs, I'll probably take a chance. 

Dave and Allan go straight to 3NT; Bill (and others) tries to keep it in the picture.  I 
understand the sentiment -- three-no requires nothing more than South coming on 
lead before the opponents have taken five tricks, while 5 could go down on a bad 



day even if partner has a major-suit ace.  My counterargument is that, in addition to 
needing to unravel the stopper situation, there is the very real danger that partner is 
void in clubs.  A priori, it's an 18% chance, though in practice East's takeout double 
reduces the probability somewhat.  The K might be an entry, but it might not, and 

on some deals where East has the A, the additional tempo will allow the defense to 
set up and cash five winners. 

The clear winning call in Part B was a majestic leap to an eleven-trick game. 

STEPHEN COOPER (with BOB AND JOANN GLASSON): 5.  A client of a pro once said, 
"If they are falling off of the table, they are trumps."  I will let the opponents guess 
who this hand belongs to, but only at the five-level. 

DOUGLAS DYE (with BILL SCHMIDT and KARL BARTH): 5.  The bid I should have made 
initially.  If I bid anything less, the opponents will likely muddy the waters.  Partner 
will have a fair idea of my hand, as she knows I would not breeze past 3NT without 
something like this beauty. 

CONNIE GOLDBERG: 5. This can't be all that far off from what partner will expect. 

DON DALPE: 5.  I really don't see what else to do at this point. 

MARK KINZER: 5.  If partner has an ace, this should be cold, playing RHO for the 
A if necessary. 

BARRY COHEN: 5.  The bidding conditions limit my options, but 5 seems reason-
able. 

WILLIAM T. KILMER: 5.  Tells partner we have a standalone suit and at least one 
diamond.  [I'm not sure about the diamond. - NS]  All bids in this auction should be 
'just bridge'. 

This seems right.  I was among the dog-walking voters, but the bottom line is that, 
sooner or later, I'd be forced to take a position on the deal.  Going slow is not likely to 
make me guess any better.  On the contrary, it's more likely to allow the opponents 
to do so.  Opening 1 at least lets you learn if partner is broke; when you find out 
he's not, then bombs away. 

ED SHAPIRO: 5.  Opening 1 and rebidding 5 shows this hand-type.  Depending 
on the table feel, I might have considered a simple redouble if it were available in 
our methods.  But, 5 is normal. 

How can we be so sure that 1-5 shows this hand-type? 

ANDY MUENZ: 5.  Partner should be able to figure out our basic hand, albeit not 
being sure where our outside king is, because of our choice of opening bid.  We 
don't have an outside ace and a solid suit because we didn't open 4NT.  We don't 
have an outside king and a solid suit because we didn't open 3NT. 

That makes sense.  It's not completely foolproof; we might have an awkward hand 
with near-solid clubs (say, ace-king-ten-eighth) and scattered side values, but then 
we might very well have chosen something, anything, other than a space-gobbling 
5 rebid.  The basic message is:  "Clubs are trump, partner.  I don't have enough tricks 

to insist on game (no 2 opener) but now that you've responded, a club game is a 
worthwhile undertaking." 



Furthermore, while I disagree that North should raise a 5 opener to six with any 
two aces, I think that inference is much more justifiable after our two-step sequence.  
Agreeing: 

BRUCE SCHWAIDELSON (cont.): 5.  We did not preempt originally, but now it's time 
to jump the bidding before the opponents have named a suit.  If partner is sitting 
with a couple of aces, she may be wise enough to bid 6.  If not, 5 seems like an 
excellent place to land.  We might even get doubled and make it. 

MICHAEL SHUSTER: 5.  Nothing else appeals.  Partner, with two aces, should figure 
out to raise.  With zero cover cards, she can watch me go down, perhaps doubled.  
That is the price to be paid for delayed action. 

RICH ROTHWARF: 5.  Partner needs two aces for 6 to make, and if she's aceless, 
the opponents might make 4 while we are down one in 5. 

MANOJ K. DEB-ROY: 5.  Advising partner that I have no interest in hearts, and to 
bid 6 with two aces and 7 with three. 

BOB GRINWIS: 5.  I hope to scramble two tricks from whatever partner has plus 
the K.  If North has a good hand, which is unlikely, he can consider 6. 

Here's one regular partnership that's going to be happy to learn they're on the same 
wavelength: 

RICHARD HARTZ, JR.: 5.  I don't want to allow them to show a suit below the five 
level.  I certainly hope partner will raise with two aces.  I wonder what I will do next 
if they bid 5. 

RICHARD J. HARTZ: 5.  If partner has an ace, it makes.  If partner doesn't have an 
ace, the opponents will have trouble finding their game (or slam).  With two aces, 
hopefully partner will bid six. 

A critique on the subject of canine ambulation: 

STEVE WHITE: 5.  It's not out of the question to bid only 3 (or 2, or even to 
pass) now, and to bid a minimum number of clubs each round thereafter up to 5, 
unless partner makes a strong bid.  The danger is not being dropped in a part-score, 
but that the opponents will recognize that you always intended to bid 5, and they 
will have exchanged much more information. 

Pointing out the risks of other slow auctions: 

RUI MARQUES: 5.  This is the kind of hand where trying to be creative could wind 
up in disaster.  2?  Partner might support, and poor you when you jump to some 
number of clubs and North corrects to diamonds with his club void.  I should have 
opened 5, and I still have time to recover. 

MARK BOLOTIN: 5.  I hate to take up so much bidding space, but this looks like the 
most likely game.  I'm not going to risk partner being stuck in 1 doubled, however 
unlikely.  East's double lessens the chance that we are missing a slam. 

Lastly, there's: 

STEPHANIE FINE: 4.  Just a very descriptive bid. 

LYNN HARRIS: 4NT.  Just bite the bullet, use Blackwood, and hope for the best. 

JACQUALYN J. JAMES: 4NT.  If partner can't help, we stop in clubs. 



The footnotes pretty much put the kibosh on these options.  4 would show primary 
heart support along with excellent clubs.  4NT would be Roman Key-Card for hearts, 

so the K would muck up the works.  I don't see a way to recover from either choice. 

Final Word this month goes to: 

DANIEL DROZ (cont.): 2.  If I wanted to pull a real April Fools' joke, I'd jump to 3 
and later tell partner that I'd invented a new convention:  a jump-reverse asks for 
aces in steps (3 shows none, 3 one, ...) 

That might explain what happened to the original South on this problem.  At any rate, 
our April merriness has drawn to a close.  We'll get back to more mundane matters 
on the May problem, which is up on the website.  Happy Spring, everyone, and see 
you next month. 

             

The District 4 Master Solvers' Club appreciates problem submissions of any sort.  Our 
crack analytic staff can be reached at d4msc@straguzzi.org.  Monthly problems plus 
our online submission form can be found at http://d4msc.straguzzi.org/ 


